Co-authorship between FSOA Faculty and Ph.D. Students in the Past Decade
(Research projects started when the underlined students were in our Ph.D. program)

Published papers:
Brown, Tian, and Tucker. The spillover effects of SEC comment letters on qualitative corporate disclosure: Evidence from the risk factor disclosure. Accepted by Contemporary Accounting Research in March 2017, pending the Editor-in-Chief’s approval.


Bell, Causholli, and Knechel. 2015. Audit firm tenure, non-audit services, and internal assessments of audit quality. Journal of Accounting Research, June, 461-631.


**Working papers:**

Kirk, Vincent, and Williams. From print to practice: XBRL extension use and analyst forecast properties.


Driskill, Kirk, and Tucker. Earnings announcement clustering and analyst forecast behavior.

Wang, Tucker, and Impink. The consistency of intraday timing of corporate disclosure releases.

Madsen and Williams. Standardization and accounting’s vitality crisis.